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bulion of deforested or heavily degraded
la nd, as well as moderately degrade~
lightly degraded, and pristine forests (8).
The principal differences between the
models are that, under the optimistic scenario, degraded zo nes near high ways,
roads, and infrastructure projects are more
localized and thai protected and semi-protected areas near developments are less
likely to be degraded (9).
Allhough the predictions of U1e two
models differ substantia lly, both suggest
lhat the Brazilian Amazon will be drastically altered by current development
schemes and land-use trends over the next
20 years (see figu re, previous page). Forest loss will be greatest along the southern
and eastern areas of the basin, but there
will also be extensive fragmentation and
degradation of remaining forest blocks in
the central and northern parts of the basin.
Under the nonoptimi stic scenario. few
pristine areas will s ur vive o utside the
western quarter of the region.
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Our models suggest that, under status quo
conditions. current efforts to promote conservation planning in the Brazilian Amazon will be overwhelmed by prevailing destructive trends. Although a combina tion
of threatening factors is responsible, special attention should be focused on Avan9a
Brasil, because it is a massive new initiative that will open vast areas of the Amazonian frontier to development activities.
Moreove r, this program is far more
amenable to policy modification than are
intrinsic problems such as rapid populallon growth, and its implications have been
very poorly discussed and debated in
Brazil.
To assess the likely impacts of Avaiwa
Brasil and other planned infrastructures on
Amazonian forests, we reran our models
but without the dozens of planned highways, waterways, and other projects. For
the optimistic and nonoptimistic scenarios,
respectively, the predicted rate of deforestation drops by an amount ranging from
269,000 to 506,000 hectares per year, and
the convers ion of pristine or lightly degraded forest to moderately or heavily degraded lands slows by 1.53 lo 2.37 million
hectares per year. Forest fragm entation is
also greatly reduced: under the nonoptimistic scenario, for example. the area retained in large (at least l 00.000 km")
blocks of pristine to lightly degraded forest exceeds the earlier model b) more rhan
.16° o without these major new projects.
Avarn;a Brasil typifies the current toplown planning process in the Amazon. in
which megaprojects are proposed and approved long before the environmental

costs and risks can be eva luated. Many
projects (such as the BR-319 highway, the
Urucu-Porto Ve lho pipeline, and the
Araguaia-Tocantins waterway) wi ll create
corridors between densely populated areas
and the remote Amazonian frontier. Such
projects common ly initiate a process of
spontaneous colomzat1on, logging, mining, and land specu lation that is almost
impossible for governments to control
(3 5). The results are ollen disastrous for
forests.

Alternatives to Destructive
Development
There are, however, viab le alternatives.
The Amazon provides a diversity of valuable environmental services that could
help sustain a moderate population indefinitely (JO). The destruction of each
hectare of forest, fo r examp le, causes a
ne t release of nearly 200 metric Loos of
COrequiva lent carbon (11). lo Lhe future,
carbon-offset funds paid to developing
countries are likely to become an important mechanism for promoting forest conservation (12). This is in addition to the
benefits of intact forests for a meliorating
floods, conserving soils, maintaining stable regional climates, preserving biodiversity, and supporting indigenous communities and ecotourism industries.
At present, however, Brazil's Ministry
of Foreign AfJairs opposes allowing carbon-offset funds to be linked to avoiding
deforestation-a stance that alarms many
Brazilian scientists and the Ministry for
the Env ironment. In our view. this is an
appalling mistake. As our study shows, the
magnitude of projected forest destruction
is tremendous, which means that substantial carbon credits cou ld be gained if effective measures were taken to alter the
course of development. For example, if the
current wave of planned highways and infrastructure projects did not proceed, we
estimate that the financial val ue of reduced carbon emissions alone would range
from $0.52 to $ 1.96 billion per year (9).
There is a clear potenlial for such revenues
to improve living standards for Amazonian
commun ities. [f translated into currency
through the Kyoto Protocol. such funds
could radically alter the economic logic
that is currently driving rapid forest destruction (13).
Rather than rampant exp loitation. an alternaliYe a nd far superior model for A maLonian developmenl is one in which agricultural land is used intensive[\· rather th<m
extensiYely-whereby !ugh-value agroforestry and perenrual crops are favor~d
O\ er fire-maintained cattle pastures an<l
slash-and-bum farming plots (1./). Such a
model is very unlikely to develop, hmvc\-
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er, when land is cheap, dcstruc11ve wildfires are common, and vast new frontiers
are being continually opened for colonization. Again, this militates against the
short-term thinking and aggressive development strategy embodied in Avan9a
Brasil.
Conserving Amazonian forests will not
be easy. If the world expects Brazil to follow a development palh that differs from
its current one- and from a path that most
developed nations have followed in the
past-then substantial costs will be involved. The investment, however, would
surely be worth it. Al stake is the fate or
the greatest tropical rainforest on Earth.
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